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Abstract. An existence theorem of pushout-complements is given in an elementary topos by using 
category theory of binary relations, ca!!ed rc!ationai calculus, and it is a!so shown more exp!icit!y 
in the category of directed graphs, which is a typical example of toposes, as an application. 
Moreover an embedding theorem and Church-Rosser theorem on grammars (derivations) in a 
topos are proved. 
1. Introduction 
Graph grammars generalizing Chomsky-grammars on string languages have been 
extensively considered from the algebraic viewpoint by many authors. The algebraic- 
approach to graph grammars is based on a formulation of graph grammars using 
homomorphisms and pushout constructions. This idea enabled graph grammars to 
be applied to many other mathematical structures as a transformation machinery. 
Ehrig et al. [9, lo] investigated characterizations and a lot of deeper properties 
of pushout squares in the categories of sets, graphs, and more generalized relational 
structures. Consequently they proved existence theorems of pushout-complements 
in these categories. The works due to Ehrig et al. [5-131 have pointed out the 
fundamental importance of an existence theorem of pushout-complements in analys- 
ing various transformations of graphs and more generalized reiationai structures 
which frequently appear in computer science. 
The concept of pushout squares is a kind of colimits in categories and it has a 
number of apphcattons in pure mathematics. In recent ,wcrks, Coguen and But-stall 
[14-161 suggested that the concept of colimits can be used in putting theories 
together to construct a large theory from small theories, and that the pushout 
construction might be applied in instantiating an actual parameter fat ti para- 
meterised specification of abstract data types. Thus the concept of pushouts seems 
to become rnor: important for the further development of the matbemati~a~ foun 
tion of computer science. 
In this paper we will ove an existence theore 
Bete to at is, a necessary a 
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existence of pushout-complements i given in a finitely complete Cartesian ciosed 
category with a subobject classifier and countable coproducts. Our method is ba.sed 
on the theory of (binary) relations, which we tail relationai calculus. A relation 
(correspondence) is a many-valued function generalizing ordinary total and partial 
. 
functions. Relational calculus has tiWti.. rlLrurXi=Ij =r-r-r:Wzi i:; = --==j l-.-.-g db-t*~r~lw annl?eT! tn ~SRV r?_. ‘t-rc&nn_nc Ir- ~____. -_: 
pure mathematics, in paticula;r to constructing spectral sequences [23] and to 
proving the properties on various kinds of exact sequences in topology and homologi- 
cal algebra. In computer mathematics it has been partially used for representing 
the notion of nondeterminism in automata theory. As a new application of relational 
calculus we discuss a characterization of pushout squares iu a topos and then prove 
an existence theorem of pushout-compiements as a main resuii. Also to iilustrate 
the power of relational calcu?:i3 we will prove an embedaing theorem and Church- 
Rosser theorem, initially due to Ehrig et ai. [S-S, ici, i I, 131, on grammars in a topos. 
This result is not new except that it will be shown in a topos, but obviously it has 
many important and useful applications. Finally we will derive an explicit and 
relational form of existence theorem of pushout-complements in the category of 
(directed) graphs, which is equivalent to the result in 191. 
Section 2 begins with the definit?on of an elementary topos and is devoted to 
stating the fundamentals of relational calculus in toposes without proofs. The basic 
properties (Rel. 1)-(Rel. 11) of relations in toposes obtained from the characteristic 
properties (Heyting algebra, I-category, Law of Puppe-Calenko, Rationality, and 
Terminability) are very useful to manipulate relations in practice. The final lemma 
in the section is a distributive law of composition over least upperbound of relations 
and it is also an indispensable tool for relational calculus in toposes. 
In Section 3 pushout squares and pushout-complements are defined in abstract 
categories. Theorem 3.1 chasacterizes pushout squares in a topos with countable 
coproducts by using relational calculus prepared in the last section After some 
descriptions of pushout properties an existence theorem (Theorem 3.6) of pushout- 
complements in a topos with countable coproducts will be proved as one of main 
results of this paper. The author does not know whether the same existence theorem 
of pushout-complements holds in an eiementary topos. Theorem 3.1 is proved under 
existence of countable coproducts, but no operation concerned with countable 
coproducts appears in the statement of Theorem 3.6. 
In Section 4 grammars (namely, productions and derivations) in toposes are 
treated as a transformation machinery for mathematical structures in the framework 
of topos theory. Then we wiil prove an embedding theorem (~henrem_ 4.1) and the _ _.__ _____ 
~~u~cM&wxx theorem (Theorem 4.3) due to Ehrig et al. [5,8, lo]. The results in 
this section are not new except that they will be proved in a topos. However many 
categories which are useful in computer science are toposes, for example the 
categories of directed graphs (Section 5), the category of sets with monoid action 
and functor categories [171. 
Section 5 presents an explicit form of existence theorem of pushout-complements 
in the category of (direcre ral%s, whit is a relational re ash of a result in 
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[7, Proposition 5.31. Theorem 5.1 shows that a relation in the category of graphs is 
a pair of relations between sets satisfying a suitable condition, and all its operations 
except for implication + are only pairwise ones of relations between sets. Thus 
Theorem 5.1 characterizes relations in the category of graphs to enable us to make 
use of relational calculus. At the end of the paper we briefly state that the categories 
of undirected graphs, directed graphs with labels and partial graphs are tonncec r-y--, 
but the categories of relational structures are not toposcs in general. 
elementary topos introduced by Lawvere and Tierney is a finitely complete 
category with expnnentials a.nd a subobject cla.ssifier. That is, a category E is called 
an (elementcrr~) topos if: 
(i) E has all finite limits. (Equivalently, E has pullbacks and a terminal object 1.) 
(ii) E is Cartesian closed, i.e. for each object X there exists an ex 
(-)” : E+ E which is r’ tght adjoint to the product functor (-) x X : 
(iii) E has a subobject classifier, i.e. there exist an object 0 and a morphism 
c : 1 + ii in E such that for each monomorphism ryxi : Y -b .Y in E, there is a unique 
morphism x ; X + R (the classifying morphism of m) making the square 
be pullback, where !* : Y + h is a unique morphism to a terminal object 1. 
For the basic properties of elementary topos see [ 171 and [ 181. 
In this section we state the fundamentals of the theory of (binary) relations in 
elementary toposes, called relational calculus, without proofs. For the detail of 
theory of relations in categories, the reader is referred to [2-41 and [19]. 
Let E be an elementary topos. A relation a of an object A to another object B 
in E, denoted by a half arrow a! : A- B, is a subobject of the product Ax B. It is LJ 
advantage that a relation is regarded as the image of span, namely a pair of morphisms 
with common domain. We usually identify a morphism f: A + B with a relation 
represented by a span (idA,f), where idA is the identity morphism of A. The set of 
all relations of A to B in E is denoted by Rel(A, B). 
‘We now state the characteristic properties of relations in an elementary tones. 
) is a Heyting algebra for eat ect 
is, it is a lattice with the minimum element OA,B, the maximum element 
pseudo-complements (cf. [ 171). 
The ordering of Meyting algebra Rel(A, B) (which is the same as t 
will be 
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greatest lower bound of a and /3 will be denoted by a U/3 and (Y lip, respectively. 
A pseudo-complement (Y*P of LY relative to p is an element of Rel(A, B) such 
that YE a=$P if and only if y T! z ~/3 for each y E Rel(A, B). Negatio 
-I is defined by -IU = a=+O,,,. 
I-category, For two relations cy : A-B and p: B-C, the composite 
a$(= LY - p) : A-C of (Y followed by p, and the reverse cy* : B-A of 1y are defined 
to satisfy the following. For relations LY, (Y ‘: A-B, /3, j3’: B-C and y : C-D in E, 
(a/3)7 = a(Py) (associative), 
id, - cy=a*idS=cy (identity), 
Q ## = (Y, (cup)” = /3”a” (involutive), 
and if (Y r (Y’ and p cp’, then a/3 r a’p’, a#~ (Y’” (monotone). 
The last characteristic property asserts that all the objects in E and all the relations 
in E form an I-category Rel(E) in the sense of [23]. 
Law of Puppe-Calenko. If a! : A-B, p : B-C and y : A-C are relations in E, then 
@n yccu(/3Ilcu”y) is valid. 
Rationality. For each relation (Y : A- B in E, there exists a pair of morphisms 
f:X+A and g:X + R k E cllrh that Q =f”g 29-d ff#!lg,a# = idr. - . . . “11-a I_ 
ower adjuuction. For each object I3 in E, there exists a distinguished relation 
E+P(B)- B, called a membership relation, such that for each relation Q : A--B 
there exists a unique morphism f: A-, P(B) in E with LY =f~ B (cf. [18]). 
~er~inab~~i~. For two objects A and B in E, the equalities S,,, * O,,B = @A,B and 
OZ.! = id, are valid, where 1 is a terminr! object in E. 
Note that we will write O,,, for OA in the rest of the paper. Thus OA,B = LIA . Og. 
The above characteristic properties in fact characterize i-categories of relations in 
elementary toposes. The following (Rel. l)-( Rel. 1 I) are a part of the results obtained 
from the characteristic properties and will be necessary in later computations of 
relations: 
(Rel. 1) A relation (Y : A-B is a morphism in E if and only if a#c~~id~ and 
idALa& 
el. 2) Let f: A + B be a morphism in E. Then f is an epimorphism if and only 
if f”f= ids, and f is a monomor ism if and oniy if fs” = idA. 
el. 3) Let J; g : A en f- g if and only if.fGg. 
-4’ C,! E A ) are relations, then 
H‘-l,G, kO4--LlfPh. 
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(Rel. 5) Iff: A+ B is a morphism in and U, /3 : B-:C are relations in ,. then 
f(a*P) =fa*_G. 
(Rel. 6) If J: A + B is a morphism in E, t n f”f =id,-nf”fi,&~f: 
(Rel. 7) For every relation Q : X-l in , there exist an object A and a 
monomorphism m : A + X in E such that LY = m#OA. 
(Rel. g) If (Y : A-B is a relation and X is an object in E, then cucu#flA = 
QG3, o&,x = 0, x, f&,a! = Ox,, and (Y chua#o. 
(Rel. 9) Let IY : A-B be a relation in E. Then idA r= CY(Y# if and only if a& = .n,,. 
(Rel. 10) If (Y, p : A-B are relations in E such that LY c /3, p/3” E ids and cyOB = 
PO,, then (Y = p. 
(Rel. 11) Let (Y : A-B and /3 : B-C be relations in E. Then cup = t9,,, if and 
oniy if B Eija’ . OA,= js 
The next lemma is a distribqutive law of compositions o-rer least -upper bound of 
relations and it is an indispe::sahl= *vlr rool in camp-uting relations in toposes. The crux 
of its proof is in the basic fact that a comma category over an object of an elementary 
topos is also an elementary topos, namely a Cartesian closed category in which 
products are distributive over coproducts. 
Lemma 2.1. Let E be a countably complete topos and A a countable indexirzg set. 7?wn 
for relations Q . A-B and ph : B-C (A E A) in E, the distributive km a([ JAG,, PA) = 
DA t ,, aPA is valid. 
u&out squares 
Let C be a category. The composite of a morphism f: A+ B followed by a 
morphism g : I? + C in G will be denoted by fg. A commutative square 
s 
X-A 
I 
EF! ‘x 
4 $ 
B-D 
Y 
in C is called prrsholet if for each commutative square 
f 
X-A 
in C ihere exists a unique morp ’ in G with x’= 
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category C has pushotrt squares if for each diagram 
in C there exists a pair of mcrphisms x : A -+ D and y : B + D in C such that the square 
f 
X-A 
I g.l I x 
B-D 
Y 
is pushout. It is well known that a number of familiar categories have pushout 
squares. A sequence 
f x 
X-A-D 
of morphisms in C if the square 
i 
X-A 
is pushout. 
Throughout the rest of this paper we will r;zqume that E is a (countably) complete 
topos, that is, a topos with (countable) products. is:. -4, .I3 be objects in E and let 
i : A + A + B, j : B + A + B be injections of the coproduct of A and B. Then it follows 
from the fundamental property of an elementary topos (cf. El%, Corollaries 1.28, 
1.571) that :: A j : B -3’ A + B are monomorphisms in E. Thus the iaentiiiLs 
ii# = idA, jj” = nd i”i[_.lj”j =idntRr called the funda- 
mttntai dentities, a 
out squares using relational calculus. 
f 
X-A 
6 I 
.I 1 I 
B-D 
Y 
in E is pusholst if and only if it satisjes the following conditions: 
(Pal) x#xUy#y=id,, 
(PO.24 xx* = u @m!qn, 
PISO 
(PO.2Y) YY# = u. bWA, 
(PO.2xy) xy# = .‘;‘, (cmy#)%, 
where a = f #g : A-B. 
Proof. Let i : A+ A -I- B and j: B+ A + B be injections of the coproduct of A and 
B. Then there exists a unique morphism er A+ B+ D in E such that x = ie and 
y =je. it is well known that the square is pushout if and only if e is a coequalizer 
of fi and gj, that is, if and only if 
(PO) ~8 = u (ii and e#e =rdE: 
IIS0 
where [ = (Ji)“(gj) Ll (gj)“(,fi) : A + B-A + B. Since x#x U y #y = e#e by i#i Ll j”j = 
id A+B, (PO.l) is trivially equivalent to e#e =idO. By the aid of the fundamental 
identities ii* = idA, jj” = idR, ij” = (II~,~, ji” = Os,A and i”iUj”j = idA+B, one can 
easily clhtain 
ee” = (i”iUj”j)ee”(i’iUj#) 
= i#iee#i~iij#jee#j#jUi#~~e#j#juj#jee#i"i 
= i#xx#iUj#yy#jUi#xy#jUj#yx#i 
and from induction on n 
5 
2n 
= i”(aa”)“ilJj”(a#a)“j, 
2n+l 
5 = i#(crcu#)“cujUj#(a#a)“a#i 
for a nonnegative integer n. Hence it follows from the last equality that 
,*.-o~’ = LottZ” u !c2”+‘l 
‘igo” ( ‘p a*#)“iUj”(cu”a)“jUi”(cY*“)“~jUj”(a#cu)”ai#i). 
This states that ee# = UnzO ,$” if and only if (PO2x), ( .2xy), w 
completes the proof- q 
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f 
X-A 
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g I %, .I- 
B-D 
Y 
in E is pushout, tken it satisjes the following conditions: 
(PO.1’) x#n/$Lly#&J = n, (= O&, 
(PO.3) xVJ-iy92~ = ?C #.I-% (=yT%), 
roof. The condition (PO.l’) is obtained from 
x#flAUy#.C& =x#x.J2,,LJy’y&, (by (Rel. 8)) 
= (x#xLly#y)& (by Lemma 2.1) 
Since (aa#)“~~& = cu& for n 2 0 by (Rel. 8), it follows from (PO.2xy) that xy#oB = 
{U& (aCU”)“a}& = c&j =f#gLIs =f#LnX, and similarly yx#fiA = g#,fIJX. Thus 
we have 
=x#xyw~ u y#yx#_'l, 
=x~f#l2~ uy#g%* 
~xi;fff& (by fx = gy), 
which asserts (P0.3). Since x#J#fiX Ex#fiA, (PO.l’) 
(P0.4) by virtue of the following lemma which is a 
algebras. Cl 
and (P0.3) directly imply 
basic exercise on Heyting 
. Let be a ting algebra with maximum element 0 and let a, b be 
elements of ir’ such that b E a. Then there exists an ei s~t~~~yj~g a LJ c = 0 
aflc- b ifand only if aU(a-ib)== is the case, c = a =+ b. 
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3.4. (a) The condition (PO.1 ) is equivcaik n; ta the condition 
(PG.r’j x~JI~LI~“.C!~ =f2*. 
(b) Under the con ition (PO.2xy), the conditiorz (P0.2~) is equivalent o the 
condition 
(P0.2~‘) .xx# E idA L_lf”&&~f( =idA U xy#fl&yx#). 
Proof. (a) It suffices to prove that (PO.1’) imphes (PO.1). Assume (PO.1’). Then 
by the rationality of relations (cf. Section 1) there are morphisms h, k: K + D such 
that h#k = x#xLl y#y. But h = k since h#k c idD. On the other hand h#& = 
h#hf&, = (x#xUy#y)& = ~#l2~Lly#J2~ = & by (PO.1’). Hence we have h#h = 
idD by (Rel. 8). 
(b) It is also enough to see that i, , c WX!x’~ then (P0.2~) Assume (PO.2xy) and 
(P0.2~‘). We first note that j’“fl,G$f= xy#0&gyx” since f”& = xy#JnB as 
stated in the proof of Corollary 3.2. Then a computation on relations 
xx# = xx#ll (idAUf#0;Zxs2gf) (by (PQ.l)) 
=(xx#llid,JU(xx#nf”~,~~f) 
=idAU (x~~rlxy#L?~0~yx#) 
=idAUx(idii!7y#Glg0gy)x# 
=idA U xy#yx’ (by (Rel. 6)) 
‘idALl 
1 
u (~.%#)“a (by UQ.~XYH 
tlZ0 
n10 c0~0” 
= z hm~)n \ 
nzo 
proves (PO.2x). 0 
The conditions (PQ.1) and (PO.1’) intuitively mean that the union of the images 
of morphisms x and y is D. The conditions (PO.2xy) and (P0.2~‘) are relational 
forms of Definition 1.1.3 in [3]. They called (PQ.2xy) the chain condition. The 
following corollary is immediate from the above arguments and provides a sufficient 
condition for a commutative square being pushout, which will be needed in the 
proof of the division lemma (Lemma 4.2) of pushouts. 
orollary 3.5. A comrlutatius quare 
I 
X - A 
R I i x 
in E is pushout if it satis$es the foiiowing con 
( .I’) x# 
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(PO.2xy’) xy# =f”g9 
(PO.2x’) xx#cid,UJf#fl&gf; 
(P0.2~‘) yy# E i lLJg#0&g. 
As the main result of l;he section we prove an existence theorem of pushout- 
complements in a topos E. 
heorem 3.6. A sequence 
of morphisms in E has a pushout-complement if and only if it satisfies the following 
conditions : 
Proof. First assume a square 
f 
K-A 
g I I x 
B-D 
Y 
is pusho2t ar.8 s -f”g. Then f rom (CYIY#)” =f”g(aa#)“-‘g#~~f”n,~~f for 
n >O, it follows that UnaO( - M#)” ~id~Llj#Q&(i~ which indicates that (PC.l) 
and (PC.2) immediately follow from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2. Conversely, 
assume (PC-l) and (PC.2). Then by (Rel. 7) there exists a monomorphism y : B + D 
in E such that y#& = X#J~ A+~#f#.j2X. From (PC.l) and the defi+ir~ri .Jf_~~. (PO.l’) 
is trivial and so (PO.l) is the case by Proposition 3.4(a). NW r,o:e tr’iar x~‘* & = 
f#& because of 
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Define three relations p : A- and cy : A-B by p = .ry#, g =fj =fxy# 
and (Y =f#g. Then the followings are obvious consequences from the definitions: 
p”/3 = yx#xy#cyy# = id, (since y is a monomorphism), 
a =.f”f%B, 
go, = fxy#J-L& = jjf YJ, = ax (which proves idx Egg# by (Rel. 9)), 
g#g=P#f#fPGP#PEid,, 
cu.&.$ = f “g& = f Q-2x = xyv2~ = pa,. 
These show that g is a morphism in by (Rel. l), ty = p (that is, f#g -- xy”) by 
(Rel. IO), cY”cucids and (YCY#CY = cy. Hence we have proved (PO.2xy) 
UnzO(~~#)“a = cy = p = xy# and (P0.2~7) u,,&cr#cu)” = idg = yy#. Finally 
(P0.2~) is immediate from (PC.21 ( = (P8.2~‘)) and Proposition 3.4(b). Therefore 
this completes the proof that the square 
f 
X-A 
g I I i .‘I 
B-D 
Y 
is pushout from Theorem 3.1 and consequently the sequence 
f x 
X-A-D 
of morphisms in E has a pushout-complement 
g Y 
X-B-D. cl 
ema+ 3 7 ?n I Rnnl~~n calcrehro thm identities e +a = 7~ I; b afid a ii ->a = a are -- _.s. . . . u Y”“.~-uII &u~‘” u U.&I” 
valid. Hence the condition (PC.2) is void when E is a Boolean topos, in particular 
the category of sets. 
By a similar calculus of relations in toposes one can show without diffkulty that 
a pair of morphisms 
A 
I x 
B- D 
Y 
in E can be completed into a pushout square with a pair of morp 
f 
X-A 
I “I 
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in if and only if the howing conditions hold: 
(PO.1’) $92~ u y#lls = r(2D, 
(POJ-.‘i ‘: 3 “ia,J_Jxy”n&~d’X~, 
(PQ.2y”) yy#Eid,~Liyx~,nA~~Xy#. 
In this section we will consider grammars in a topos E to illustrate the power of 
calculus of relations. Accor&ng to [5,8, 101 we define gramlnars (that is, productions 
and derivations) in E, and prove their embedding theorem and Church-Rosser 
theorem. The results of the present section are not new except that they will be 
proved in a topos. owever it is well known that there are many important and 
useful structures uch that the totality of them and their morphisms forms a topos, 
for example, directed graphs (cf, Section 5), sets with monoid action, set-valued 
functors and so on. 
At first we define the concepts of production j and derivations in a topos E as 
machinery transforming objects in E. Here we restrict that productions are fast 
productions. A (f&t) prod~ciion in E is a pair 
p=(B’b c - a 
of monomorphisms b : K +Bandc:K-+CinE.LetGandHbeobjectsofE.A 
direct derivation G+ H via p is a pair 
b c 
B-K-C 
G-D-H 
b’ I? 
of pushout squares in (Note that b’ : D -+ G and c’ : D + H are monomorphisms 
by a basic pro Corollary 1.281 of pushout squares. A sequence of direct 
derivations in 
(G&G1 via p,), (G,=+G, via p2), . . . , (G,_,+G, via p,,_,) 
(with n > 0) is said to be a derivation in E 
G,+G,+ . - - -*G, via (pl, P-. . . . , PA 
with a step (c; T * Gi via I?: for each j wi:h 1 <j G n. 
To state the embedding t ave to define two concepts on derivation 
is an embedding 
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relative co s : T + G if both of the following conditions hold: 
(PC.2) ff#EidGLJS#&L?$. 
Note that it immediately follows from the existence theorem of pushout-comple- 
ments (Theorem 3.6) that f: G + F’ ic an embedding re!ative to S: T+ G if and C __ 
only if a sequence 
s f 
T-G- G’ 
has a pushout-complement. 
Consider a derivation 
in E and let the jth direct derivation Gj-l*Gj via Pj( 1 sj s n) be a pair 
of pushout squares in E. A morphism s : T + GO in E is persistent if the composite 
y = sb;#c; b;#c; . . . bL#cL: T-G, of relations satisfies id,c yy*. 
Now we are ready to prove an embedding theorem due to Ehrig, Kreowski and 
others [S, 3,101 on the transformation of objects in E by fast productions. 
Theorem 4.11 (Embedding theorem). Let Go+ G13 - - * + 6, via ( pl, p2, . . . , pn) 
be Q derivation in E. If fO : Go + Gh is an embedding relative to a persistent morphism 
s : T + Go, then there exist objects G{ , . . . , 6; in E and a derivation G&3 G{ + - - * 3 
G via b,p2,. . . , pd. 
roof. Let the jth ditect derivation Gj_l+ Gj via pj( 1 g j s n) be a pair 
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to s : T + G, there is a pushout square 
T’- G:, 
s’ 
Define a relation aj: T-Dj (1 SjS n) by 8j = ~b',#~c',b;#ci.. . bS#. But WUy 
S, : T-D_, (1 sj s n) is in fact a morphism in E because s : T + G2 is persistent (that 
is, idr c yy#) and every b; : Dj + Gj_1 and cs : Dj + Gj (1 <j G q) are monomorphic. 
Construct a pair of pushout squares in E 
for each j with 1 ---J Z ‘s n. Then by using the basic property of relations it is trivial 
that SI-,c;_I = SjrZ$ (i Sj=5 n). Note that SO = S. By the universal property of the 
JTin~17P,II+ ‘%ZZilVU I4Q 1 ‘h- _rrla0~4vur .J~UU~C {t/j/ L ibrc CA~JLJ u II.~~:~IIIRLI* ,J I ,A.-*” n SwJ **L:ern fl” ’ j-)fi +a CFj _ , (? a-j< n) such that the 
square 
b; 
Gj-1 C-- D.i 
I 
di’ (l<jSn) 
G’._ - D; I 1 b!’ , 
is pu4rout. Hence the rrrmmll+o*k~~ &kgraxn -.......rYCUC.. Y 
Gj-1 t---Dj - Gj (lsjsn) 
I 
b; 
4-E I 
CJ 
4 4 
d; ’ I, 
J 
Gj-, - 
b;' 
D;- G; ,* 
Cl 
is a direct derivation G;_,+Gi via pj (2 s j s n), which completes the proof. 0 
To show the Church-Rosser theorem on t e derivatian; in to oses the following 
out squares is useful. 
fishout-complements in toposes 
~nma 4.2. In the following commutative diagram 
in ET the squares (1) and (2) are pushout if (1) LJ (2) is pushout, (2) satisfies the 
reduced chain condition vu# = x#h, x is monomorphism (xx# = idA) and vv#~id~ U 
x#&f2;Y. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.5 we have only to prove the conditions (PO.l’), (P0.2~7, 
(P0.y’) and (PO.2xy’) for the square (1). A computation 
n n=v&= v(v#y?f&JJu#~~) 
= uv#y#f2~ LJ Vdv” 
=y#o~ u xw* Wh =J?4) 
shows (PO. 1’). (P0.2~‘) xx# c idA L_lf#flJ2$f is trivial from xx# = idA and (P0.2~‘) 
frcm yy # EycU#y~~idJ_lg#&c!~g ((PO.2y’) of (l)u(2)). RJ! (PKhy) of(l)u 
czi, yuu” = i. /“>nlp@. .,“. .I.. w ’ - -“;“G lnrke ,G 7.. g+fh. NOW put ,B’ = lJrr>L\,., ~L?#R~“: then YDU* = . 
r7A ’ -- 42 ix fid D r-r -0 J .r . %h?Iy frcm &he folIowing compi;rii.rlon 
yx#= yx# l-l yvv#x# (id, 5. ZJV’) 
-=yx+y-@&p (x-u = hzi) 
(yv8 = g#fh/3’) 
cg#f(~f#gyx?-l hj?‘h”) (Puppe-Calenko) 
=g#j’(j’“xx?-l hp’h#) ky =fx) 
(ff”f=X xx# =idA), 
one can conclude yx#c 
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Next we define inde endence [5,8, IO] for direct derivations. Let a direct deriva- 
tion G+Hi via pi (i = 0, 1) be a pair 
of pushout squares in E. We say two direct derivations G=+& via p0 and GJM, 
via p1 are independent if there exist murpkisms gb: PO-+ D, anld g’,: B, + Do in E 
such that gi = g#_i (i = 0,l). 
.3 (Church-Rosser theorem). [f two direct derivations in E 
G=+H, via p. and G* H, via p, 
are i~dgoeridmt, then ike tksi m d@ci H in E and direct derivchozs in E 
Ho+H via p1 and H1aH via po. 
roof. Let a direct derivation G+I-& via pi (i = 0, 1) be a pair 
(isO, 1) 
G-Di- Hi 
I 0, , =, 
of pushout square in E. Construct a puHback square in E 
91 
D-D, 
Do- G 
4 
-+Gand bi:D,+G. y independence of derivations 
I via pI there exist {I-) D, and g:: 
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(i = 0, 1). On the other hand, constrihit pushout squares in E 
ior tii_;: ICI-i+ D and Cl_i:Kl_i+ Cl-i (i=O, I) and 
for u1 : D + 0; and uo: D + D,,. Applying Lemma 4.2 to a commutative diagram 
i 
I 
b',_i 1 
G 
(Pi) d; 
i 
41-t 
i-D di 
! 
w qt I I I 
<-Did 
b; 
(i=O, 1), 
with (PI) u (R) = (Pi), we can conclude that the square (Pi) is pushout. From 
d:_iq;_iC:_i=dl_iC~-i=C*_ihl_i (i=O, 1) there exist a unique morphism q;-i:D:+ 
HI-i (i=O, 1) suchthat tiiqi_i=ql_iC’,_iand Uiqi_i=h,_, (i=Q, l).Thus thecommu- 
tative diagram 
:) = (Q) clearly says that a square ( :) is pushout. Tkreforc -tie have 
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as desired. This completez the proof. q 
5 Pus ents in the category of graphs 
A (directed) graph A is defined by quartet {AN, AE, ASO, AS,) of AN the set of 
nodes, AE the set of edges, and A&, , AS, : AE + AN the functions assigning to each 
edge its source and target, respectively. We will abbreviate A = 
(A&,, ASI : AE + AN). A morphism f: A --, B of a graph A to another graph B is 
defined to be a pair (fE, fN) of functions fE : AE + BE and fN : AN + BN such 
that the following square commutes: 
AEA BE 
i 
AS, I I 
J 4 
68, (i=O, lj 
AN- BN. 
_fN 
We denote by Graph the category of graphs and morphisms between graphs. Note 
h is a complete topos because it can be also regarded as the functor 
category from a diagram into the category of sets [ 17,1]. 
A relation cy : A-B of a graph A to another graph B in Gmph is identical 
with a pair (aN, aE) of relations aN: AN-BN and aE : AE-BE in the category 
of sets such that ~EERS~* ON* SST (i=O, 1). 
roof. A pair (cuN, ME) of relations (Y N : AN-BN and aE : AE- BE is a pair of 
subsets CYN c AN x BN and CPE c AE x BE. It is a subgraph of k x B if and oniy 
if the image of aE by AS, x B8i is included in aN (i = 0,l); that is, 
G cuN (l’=O, 1). 
The last condition is equivalent to a relation t 
6,” (i = 0,1). This c~m~~etcs t roof. cl 
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As the obvious consequences of the definitions of relations in Grap 
theorem, we obtain the foilov+ing computation laws in IM(GaapR). 
(0) For two graphs A and R &,s = O& ju;~lv, bE& and @A,B = t@AN.BN : OAE,,,>. 
(1) For two relations cy =(arN, aE), cu’=(a’N, 9’E): A--B in Graph, ~YECX’ if 
and only if WV c E’N and aE c: z’E. 
(2) If (Y = (aN, aE) : A-B and p = (PN, ,QE): B-C are relations in Graph, then 
a-P =(cYN~PN, CYE. PE) and c#=(s%#, aE’@;. 
(3) If cyJ. = (cu,N, cy,E): A-B(A f A) is a family of relations in rap%, then 
i-l AE‘iQ!A =il__L4%N, u ~aJ3 and fl,..,~~ =inhE.IaYAN,n,c 143. 
(4) If LY = (LxN, LYE), /3 = (PN, /SE): A-B are relations in Graph, then (Y+P = 
(aN~fih: (aE=+/3E)llAS, * (aN+flN) * B6~PiAS, . (crN*,@N). SST> and 
1cy = (ICUN, A&, . TCYN. B6,“Fl a& . raN. BS$>. 
Lemma 5.2. Let cy, p : A-B be relations in Graph such that p r_ (Y. 77zen (Y U (M a/3) = 
@A,B ifand onZy ij’ASi_ (YN’ B6”=(YEUASi’PN. BS# (i=O, 1). 
Proof. By the above computation laws of relations in Graph we have 
=(aNU(aN+IN), ctELl((~E+lE)i-lA&~ (aN+N) - BS,” 
r-IA&. (aN+PN) . St?;“) 
=@4rv,BN, {aE UA&, - (aNq3N) - B6;) 
F-I{cYEUAS, - (aN+PN) - BS;‘}}. 
Thus aL-l(a~~)= O,,, if and only if aEL_JAS,. (aN*PN) - SST = O,,.,, (i= 
0,l). But we have aEUAS,./3N* BS”~ASi’ GM* BS# (i=O,l) (by PCCX and 
Theorem 5: I! and 
=(YEUl(A6i. aN. Bs#)lJASi.PN. SSi” (i=O, 1) 
became the category of sets is a Hnnjenn tnpos. Tnerefose one can conclude that 
aEUA6,~((~N~~N)*BS~=O~~,~~(i~O,l)ifandoniyifAS,~aN~cuN~BS~= 
aEUA6i * /3N* BS# (i =O, 1). This completes the proof. Cl 
eorem 5.3. A sequence 
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con&dims : 
Brd. It is obvio s that (PC.2N) and (PC.2E) are node- and edge-components of 
the condition (PC.2) of Theorem 3.4. Note that the terminal object 1 in Graph is 
1 =(lSo= 16, = idi : 1 + l), where l is a singleton set. From (PC.l) of Theorem 3.4 
and the last lemma, we have to only prove that the following coniitions are equivalent 
under (PC.2): 
(PC-l’) D~~.XN~.~~,)AMC_XE#‘~RAEUD~~.XN#.~N~~~~XN (i=O,l), 
(PC.l”) -I(xE” - ~~~)nDsi.l(~N”.~N#~n,,)El(Dsi.XN”~n,,) 
(i=O, l), 
(PCG’) xN. DS# - (xE# - l2&-7~(fN# - a,,) = (&,, 
(empty rehtion) (i = 0, 1). 
It is trivia1 that (PC.1’) and (PC.l”) are equivalent. Now it follows from (PC.2N) 
and the iaw of Puppe-Calenko (cf. Section 1) that 
x,h;T- DS# - l(xE# . ftdrwf~#~ ad 
= xN- DS# - l(xE” . f2,,)rh(~N- xN” gN+ - iLXNj 
=xN- {DS# - l(xE# - f2~&il(XN#-fN#-~~~)) 
=xN- DS# - {l(xE# - i-&&n DS;. l(XN# +v" * fin,,)). 
Therefore the basic property (Rel. 11) implies that (PC.1”) is equivalent to (PC&‘?). 
This completes the proof_ Cl 
The last theorem is a relational rehash of Proposition 5.3 due to Ehrig and 
Kreowski [7]. In particular the condition (PC.G), equivalent to 
jPC.l) x#R,ti (x#,c2,*X+j92x) = f&J 
is a relational form of their gluing condition. 
Varioas kinds of categories have been considered for the mathematical foundation 
of computer science. Finally to illustrate the applicability of our theory, we will 
present a few examples of such categories which are toposes. Example (l)-(3) below 
are clearly concerned on graph theory. On the other hand, some categories tudied 
in computer science are not toposes. Such an example will be stated in (4) below. 
(1) An undirected graph might be regarded as a directed graph such that for 
e=Jq? b edge consecting tyyc di%ercr;t nodes there is a u~iq~c edge co~nccti~g them 
revcrscly. IE this sense the categcrry of undirected graphs is a functor category sf a 
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small category 
ink9 the category of sets, where 72 = id, r& = S1 and 76, = SO. Therefore the category 
of undirected graphs is a topos. 
(2) Let L = (LN, LE) be a pair of label sets LN and LE of nodes and edges, 
respectiveI/. A (directed) graph with labels A is defined by a quartet (A&,, AS, : AE + 
AN, Ah,: A2 + LE, AAl : AN + LN) of functions between sets. A label preserving 
morphism f: A + B of a graph A with labels to another graph B with lab& is 
defined to be a pair (fE,fN) of functions fE : AE + BE and fl: AN + BN such 
that the follo\Yring square commutes: 
LE-BE-BN-LN. 
BAo B& Bhl 
Let L* be a (directed) graph (L*SOc L*S,: L”E + L*N), where L*E = 
: LE x LE x EN, L*N = LN, and L*&,, L*6! : L* E + L*N are the first and second 
projections, respectively. Then it is obvious that each graph A = 
(A&,, A& : AE + AN, Ah,: AE + Z,E, AAl : AN + LN) with labels bijectively corre- 
sponds to a morphism _&. In Chpb frem u u,rrr;G:O gr+,rl ‘\;i30, &, . i;E --> I A;_FL-> _ _.,._*_ I A m AN} 
into L”. Also each label preserving morphism f: A + B of a graph A with labels to 
another graph B with labels bijectively corresponds to a morphism 
S: (A&-, , AS, : AE + AN} + @So, BS, : BE + BN) in Graph satisfying f- BA = AA. 
Hence one can conclude that the category of graphs with labels coincides with a 
comma category (GraphJ.t’.), and consequently from a well known fact 
([Is, Theorem 1.42]j, it is a topos. 
(3) A partialgraph A is defined by a pair (A&,, AE, : AE + AN) of partial functions 
from the set AE of edges into the set AN of nodes. .k- morphism f: A + B of a 
partial graph A to another partial graph B is defined to be a pair (fE,fN> of 
functions fE : AE + BE and fN: AN + BN such that the following square com- 
mutes: 
AE/E,;BE 
Aq lB6i (+o, 1) 
AN- BN. 
IN 
Let A = (A&, A& : AE + N) be a partial graph, an 
,t:_- domains of definition of A&, and As,, respectively. Because a rnorp~nn~su~ bet-seen 
s consists of (total) f~~ct~~~§~ t t”92: i”rE of e 
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decomposed into the following four natural parts: 
AE,, = AE,n 4E,, A&o =AE,,n(AE-A&), 
A&, = (AE -A&,) n AE,, A&,=(AE-AE,&(AE--AE,‘). 
Hence the category of partial graphs can be identified with the functor category 
from a small category 
into the category of sets. Thus it is also a topos. 
The categories of (relational) structures were extensively investigated by in [7, lo] 
from the viewpoint of computer science. The following example shows that they 
are not toposes in general. 
(4) Let X : Sei * Set be an endofunctor of the category of sets and functions. A 
(relarional) structure of X is defined to be a pair (Q, q : 0 + QX) of a set Q and 
aninjectionq:Q-,QX.Amorphismf:(~,q::~QX)~(R,r:R~RX)ofastruc- 
ture (0, q : 0 + QX) into another structure (R, r : I? --, RX) is defined to be a function 
f: Q+ R such that there exists a function f: 6+ E rendering the following square 
commutative: 
4 I 1 r 
The category of structures of X is denoted by S&(X). Consider the case that X is 
an identity functor of Set and assume that an object (Z, z : 2 + 2) is a subobject 
classifier of SW(X). Then it is c!ear that Z is a subobject classifier of Set, that is, 
Z consists of exactly two elements. In order that (2, z : 2 + 2) classifies subobjects, 
Z has exactly three elements ([17, Section 4.41). This contradicts the injectibility of 
z : Z + Z. I-Ience even in the simplest case that X = idset the category Str(X) of 
structures is not a topos. 
The author would like to express his thanks to a referee for his suggestion about 
1-1^- the ne-w title of this evade:” 2nd for poir&i-z __:_..:.._ ‘c”‘D out thst relational c;a,cu,us on pushout 
squares can be applicable to theory of grammars in elementary toposes. 
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